Happy Eid al-Fitr blessing to all our Muslim friends. Happy Shavuot blessing to all our Jewish friends. We bless you all with health, joy and good friendships.

To our great sorrow, the days of this holidays are hard days of fighting and bloodshed, destruction and loss of trust. These days divide Israeli society and push away the vision of peace. We, the community of the Faculty of Humanities, who are committed to the values of humanism and human love, should lead and promote respectful dialogue, and act as much as possible towards reducing social rifts, and promoting peace and quiet. We are a diverse community that cherishes and respects diversity of opinions, beliefs and cultures. We have a mutual responsibility and mutual guarantee to maintain each other and maintain these important values. We call on you to take an interest in each other’s well-being, to converse and greet. Take care of yourself and keep our special variety and texture.
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